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Introduction/Background: On the Job Training (OJT) is indispensable to surgical training. Traditionally, an expert surgeon (a trainer) served as an assistant to a beginner (a trainee) in OJT. However, this is becoming more difficult, since recent low invasive surgery trends toward solo-surgery to reduce personnel expenses. In OJT of endoscopic paranasal sinus surgery (ESS), a typical solo-surgery, a trainer can instruct the trainee only verbally, pointing at the endoscopic monitor. This is very inefficient and can even be dangerous because surgical manual skills can not be described well verbally. When the trainee can not continue the operation, the trainer takes over the procedure. Complications may then take place because the trainer, who just watches endoscopic images, could misunderstand what is actually occur-
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ring. To make OJT in solo endoscopic surgery efficient and safe, we developed a tele-mentoring system to be used in the operating room (OR) and conducted an experiment on ESS (1 case) in 2011 at Kansai Medical University (KMU), Japan.

**Description:** The experiment was approved by Research Ethics Committees of AIST and KMU. The patient gave written informed consent. A precise 3D-printed paranasal model of the patient was developed based on the patient’s CT images prior to the surgery. Materials in this model are incisable using clinical forceps [2]. When the trainee performed ESS on the patient, the trainer simultaneously operated on the model using an identical set of surgical instruments in the same OR. Both watched the 37” HD monitor displaying four windows:

- Top left: the trainer’s endoscopic image.
- Top right: the trainee’s endoscopic image, onto which the trainer’s finger/instrument, shot with a small close-up camera under the patient model, was superimposed. Thus the trainer could point at the trainee’s endoscopic image.
- Lower left: the front-view HyperMirror [3] (HM) image, a composition of two images, shot with cameras on the top of the patient’s and the model’s head, of the trainer interacting with the patient and the trainer interacting with the model. The two images were horizontally flipped and superimposed side-by-side so that the trainer and the trainee could compare their postures and angles of their instruments as if they were reflected in the virtual “mirror” in front of them.
- Lower right: the side-view HM image, another “virtual mirror” composition of the two images, shot with cameras on the left side of the patient and the model, using chromakeying (the trainer’s image had a blue background that was replaced by the trainee’s image). The angle of depression and the insertion depth of instruments could be compared on this image.

**Conclusion:** Superimposing the trainer’s forceps image, the same kind being used by the trainee, on the trainee’s endoscopic image was very useful. Fine movement of instruments on the actual patient’s endoscopic image could be taught very easily simply by showing it. The model was so precise that anatomical landmarks could be identified endoscopically. The trainee could show a matched endoscopic image of the patient and the model thus worked as a 3D surgical navigation. After identifying such important landmarks as the lamina papyracea and skull base on both endoscopic images, the trainer resected these dangerous parts on the model and showed the orbit and brain filled with wool. Thus the trainee could safely learn spatial/anatomic limits of the procedure and see complications demonstrated on the model and compare to real anatomy. The system can provide safe and effective OJT for young surgeons; however, development time and costs of patient specific models should be reduced for its frequent use.
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